
EXPLORE SCIENCE
GAIN DEEP INSIGHTS



Other tools are just simple database compilers, bibliography compilers. 

With Scinan, we have more than just a compilation, we have a mapping, we

can travel through this mapping. 

We can immediately identify the major actors and then identify the fields in

which we have less interactions and therefore less innovation. 

And this is where we’re going to position our students.

Why use                 ?
Create a research environment

suitable to each case

Save time for reseachers

Identify new research

Learn more and better all fields of

science

Scinan is an advanced search engine for scientists.

It provides a better reading of scientific information, using

data graph and NLP (Natural Language Processing)

technology, giving contextual research environment .

The Scinan solution is a graphical browser for science, that offers a new knowledge exploration of

a descriptive and flexible knowledge database, tailored precisely for each case.

The Graphical Browser Solution

O U R  S O L U T I O N

Save time, learn more. 

Scinan transforms a list of results into a research environment suitable to your needs.

Free access to knowledge

publications

Visual and intuitive

navigation

A smart brick for knowledge

management

Explore science in 3D

Browse research topic in a

glance

All fields of science are

connected

Publication graph

Creation of search filters

Keyword search

Navigation through transverse

knowledge

Competitive intelligence

R&D project management
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W H Y  

By creating graphs of scientific publications, 
SCINAN provides a novative solution for the knowledge economy 

Cover all topics of science

Easy graphical manipulation of thousands

of articles

More than 250 millions of documents

available for free

Instantaneous answer to complex queries

Use the power Big data tools

In less than 1 second

Ideation

Hundred of academic projects

are born from Scinan use

OFFER

Save hundred of hours for

bibliography in R&D projects

Hundred of predefined

databases

Thousands of researchers

already use Scinan

Try it for free :

www.scinanscience.io
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Examples of a publication network edited by knowledge graph technology about

plant regeneration. The user will be able to explore really quickly all the keywords

More than a browser, SCINAN is a tool designed as a single research environment  

tailored for each user. 


